
Chapter V

Developments in Cooperative Banking

1. Introduction
5.1 Cooperative banking sector plays an
important role by providing financial
intermediation services to agricultural and allied
activities, small scale industries and self
employed workers. Since the network of
cooperative banks is widespread across different
parts of the country, these institutions are
considered as a potential instrument to bring
people from far-flung areas under the formal
banking network. However, the poor financial
health of cooperative banks in general, and grass
root level cooperatives in particular remains as
an impediment, which needs to be addressed in
order to fully utilise the benefits of wide spread
network of these institutions.

Increased Interlinkages between UCBs and
Commercial Banks

5.2 In recent years, the integration of
cooperative banks with the financial sector has
increased following the inclusion of UCBs in
Indian Financial Network (INFINET) and Real
Time Gross Settlement System (RTGS) from
November 2010. Further the annual policy
statement of the Reserve Bank for 2010-11
envisages inclusion of financially sound UCBs in

the Negotiated Dealing System (NDS) and
opening up of internet banking channel for
UCBs satisfying certain criteria. This growing
interconnectedness of cooperative sector with
the commercial banking sector, however, raises
the risk of contagion that may affect the financial
system as a whole due to the weak financial
position of these institutions.

5.3 The cooperative structure in India can
broadly be divided into two segments. While the
urban areas are served by Urban Cooperative
Banks (UCBs), rural cooperatives operate in the
rural parts of the country. As at end-March
2011, there were 1,645 UCBs operating in the
country, of which majority were non-scheduled
UCBs. Moreover, while majority of the UCBs
were operating within a single State, there were
42 UCBs having operations in more than one
State.

5.4 The rural cooperatives are divided into
short term and long term structures. The
structure of short term cooperatives sector
comprises of State Cooperative Banks (StCBs)
operating as apex level institutions in each state,
District Central Cooperative Banks (DCCBs)
operating at district level and the Primary
Agricultural Credit Societies (PACS) operating at

The financial performances of Urban Cooperative Banks (UCBs) improved in 2010-11 though
there are some concerns with regard to some of the UCBs reporting negative CRAR. Within the rural
cooperative sector, State Cooperative Banks (StCBs) and District Central Cooperative Banks (DCCBs)
reported profits but the ground level institutions, i.e., Primary Agricultural Credit Societies (PACS)
continued incurring huge losses. The financial performance of long term cooperatives was found to be
even weaker than their short term counterparts. Also, it was observed that the branch network of
cooperatives, though widespread across the country, continued to be concentrated in certain regions.
Moreover, the network of cooperatives was not broad based in the north-eastern region of the country. This
suggests that efforts need to be taken to improve banking penetration in the north-eastern part of the
country along with improving the financial health of the ground level cooperative institutions.
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grass root level. Similarly, the long term
cooperatives are the State Cooperative
Agriculture and Rural Development Banks
(SCARDBs) at State level and Primary
Cooperative Agriculture and Rural Development
Banks (PCARDBs) operating at district/block
level (Chart V.1)

5.5 The banking related activities of UCBs are
governed by the Reserve Bank, whereas the
registration and management related activities
are governed by the Registrar of Cooperative
Societies (RCS) in case of UCBs operating in
single State and Central RCS (CRCS) in case of
multi-State UCBs. In case of rural cooperatives,
the structure is even more complex with the
Reserve Bank and the NABARD sharing the
responsibility of regulating banking related
activities and RCS regulating registration/
management related activities. However, efforts
have been taken in recent years by the Reserve

Bank to solve problems related to duality in
control. This involved signing of Memorandum of
Understanding (MoUs) with the Central/State
Government apart from putting in place a forum
called State Level Task Force on Co-operative
Urban Banks (TAFCUB), for resolving issues
related to duality in control.

5.6 Organised into five sections, this chapter
provides an analysis of operations and
performances of cooperative banks in India.
Section 1 provides the introduction and a broad
overview of the cooperative sector in India.
Section 2 and 3 focus on the business operations
and performances of UCBs for 2010-11 and
rural cooperatives for 2009-10, respectively1. A
detailed analysis of recent initiatives taken by
NABARD for revival of rural cooperatives is
presented in section 4. Section 5 delineates
important observations emanating from the
analysis presented in this chapter2.

Chart V.1: Structure of Cooperative Credit Institutions in India

(As at end-March 2011)

Cooperative banks (97,410)

UCBs (1,645) Rural cooperatives (95,765)

Scheduled (53) Non-scheduled (1,592) Long term (717) Short term (95,048)

Multi State (25) Single State (28)
SCARDBs (20) StCBs (31)

Single State (1,575) Multi State (17) PCARDBs (697) DCCBs (370)

PACS (94,647)

StCBs: DCCBs PACS
SCARDBs:
PCARDBs:
Note:

State Cooperative Banks, : District Central Cooperative Banks, : Primary Agricultural Credit Societies.
State Cooperative Agriculture and Rural Development Banks.
Primary Cooperative Agriculture and Rural Development Banks.
1. Figures in parentheses indicate the number of institutions at end-March 2011 for UCBs and at end-March 2010 for rural cooperatives.
2. For rural cooperatives, numbers of cooperatives refer to reporting cooperatives.

1 Since data for rural cooperatives is available with time lag of one year.
2 This chapter provides analysis of operation and performance of cooperative banks based on the data collected from Urban Banks

Department (UBD) of RBI (for UCBs) ,NABARD (for rural cooperatives except PACS), and National Federation of State Cooperative
Banks or NAFSCOB (for PACS).
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2. Urban Cooperative Banks3

Profile of UCBs
Consolidation of UCBs through mergers/
acquisitions is in progress

5.7 UCBs play an important role by providing
banking services to the wider sections of the
society, especially in rural and semi urban areas.
During the period 1991-2004 the UCB sector
witnessed substantial growth possibly
encouraged by the liberalised policy
environment in post reform period. Alongside, a
number of entities in the UCB sector became
weak and unviable, eroding public confidence
and posing systemic risk to the sector. Keeping
in view the heterogeneity of this sector, the
Reserve Bank proposed a multi-layered
regulatory and supervisory approach specifically
aimed at revival and strengthening of UCBs in its
vision document for UCB sector, 2005. In the
vision document the Reserve Bank proposed
merger/amalgamation of viable entities within
the sector and non-disruptive exit of the
unviable ones. In the recent years there has
been a decrease in total number of UCBs as an
outcome of the ongoing consolidation process in
this sector.

Grade-wise Distribution of UCBs
5.8 UCBs are classified into four categories,
viz., grade I, II, III and IV based on their financial
performance in terms of certain parameters like
CRAR, net NPAs and history of profit/loss.
UCBs categorised as grade I and II are
considered as financially stronger than that of
grade III and IV.

Share of banking business of UCBs of grade
I and II witnessed an increase

5.9 As an outcome of the ongoing consolidation
process of the UCB sector in the form of merger/
acquisition among financially viable banks and
exit of the non-viable ones, there was a
concentration of number of UCBs in grade I and
II categories in recent years. The percentage of
banks in grade I and II together constituted 82
per cent of total UCBs as at end-March 2011
compared to 80 per cent at end-March 2010.
There was, however a marginal decline in the
percentage of UCBs of grade I category in 2010-
11 as compared to the previous year.

5.10 The share of banking business also
witnessed concentration in favour of financially
sound UCBs in the recent past. This is evident
from the fact that the UCBs of grade I and II
witnessed an increase in their share in total
deposits as well as advances in recent years. The
shares of deposits and advances of UCBs in
grade I and II together were 89.5 and 89.9 per
cent of total deposits and advances of UCBs,
respectively, at end-March 2011.

Profile of UCBs-According to Asset Size
wise and Business wise

Concentration of business was witnessed in
favour of larger UCBs

5.11 An analysis of performance of the UCB
sector according to assets, deposits and
advances size wise further confirmed that there
was a concentration of business in favour of
UCBs with larger asset size. The percentage

Table V.1: Grade-wise Distribution of Deposits and Advances of Urban Cooperative Banks
(As at end-March 2011)

Grades Number of Percentage Share Amount of Percentage Share Amount of Percentage
 UCBs to Total Deposits to Total Advances Share to Total

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I 845 51.3 1,34,691 63.5 86,916 63.7
II 497 30.2 55,130 26.0 35,701 26.2
III 172 10.5 10,206 4.8 6,487 4.8
IV 131 8.0 12,004 5.7 7,237 5.3
Total 1,645 100.0 2,12,031 100.0 1,36,341 100.0

3 The data for 2011 presented in this section is provisional.
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Box V.1: Merger and Amalgamation of Urban Cooperative Banks
The consolidation of the UCBs through the process of merger
of weak entities with stronger ones has been set in motion
through transparent and objective guidelines issued in
February 2005. Though mergers/amalgamations of UCBs
come within the purview of concerned State Government, prior
approval from the Reserve Bank is required for obtaining No
Objection Certificate (NOC). The Reserve Bank, while
considering proposals for merger/amalgamation, confines its
approval to the financial aspects of the merger taking into
consideration the interests of depositors and post-merger
financial stability of the acquirer bank.

The financial parameters of the acquirer bank post merger
must conform to the prescribed minimum prudential and
regulatory requirements invariably for the merger cases. In
addition to the guidelines issued in February 2005, the
Reserve Bank issued another set of guidelines in January
2009 for merger/acquisition of UCBs having negative net
worth as on end-March 2007. According to the new guidelines,
the Reserve Bank would also consider scheme of
amalgamation that provides for (i) payment to the depositors
under section 16(2) of the Deposit Insurance and Credit
Guarantee Corporation Act, 1961; (ii) financial contribution
by the transferee bank; and (iii) sacrifice by large depositors.

The process of merger/amalgamation requires the acquirer
bank to submit the proposal alongwith some specified
information to RCS/ CRCS and the Reserve Bank. The Reserve
Bank examines the pros and cons of the merger scheme and
places the same before an expert group for further screening
and recommendations. If the proposal is found to be suitable

Reserve Bank issues no objection certificate (NOC) to the
concerned cooperative/RCS/CRCS. Pursuant to the issue of
guidelines on merger of UCBs, the Reserve Bank received
158 proposals for merger of which the Reserve Bank has
issued NOC to 120 proposals as on end-June 2011(Table
1.1). The RCS notified 95 mergers comprising 8 grade I, 4
grade II, 17 grade III and 66 grade IV UCBs. The year wise
progress of merger/acquisition is presented in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1:Year-wise Progress in Mergers/acquisitions
Financial Proposals NOCs Merger
year received issued by effected

in RBI RBI (Notified by RCS)
1 2 3 4

2005-06 24 13 4
2006-07 32 17 15
2007-08 42 28 27
2008-09 16 26 22
2009-10 26 17 13
2010-11 17 13 11
2011-12* 1 6 3

Total 158 120 95

*:Upto June 30,2011

Out of the 95 mergers reported so far, 59 comprised of UCBs
having negative net worth. The maximum number of mergers
took place in the State of Maharashtra (58), followed by
Gujarat (16) and Andhra Pradesh (10). Details about State
wise progress in mergers/acquisitions are furnished in
Table 1.2.

Table1.2:State-wise Progress in Mergers/acquisition
States 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 Total
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Maharashtra 2 12 14 16 6 6 2 58
Gujarat 2 1 7 2 2 1 1 16
Andhra Pradesh - 1 3 1 3 2 - 10
Karnataka - - 2 1 - - - 3
Punjab - 1 - - - - - 1
Madhya Pradesh - - - - - 1 - 1
Uttarakhand - - 1 1 - - - 2
Chhattisgarh - - - 1 - 1 - 2
Rajasthan - - - - 2 - - 2

Total 4 15 27 22 13 11 3 95

Chart V.2: Grade-wise Distribution of Number of UCBs and Share in Total Advances and Deposits

(As at end-March 2011)
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share of banks with larger asset size (assets
more than `25 crore) witnessed an increase
in 2010-11 compared to previous year.
Accordingly, percentage share of UCBs with
asset size less than ̀ 25 crore declined during the
same period. Also UCBs with larger asset base
witnessed an increase in their share in total
assets (Chart V.3).

5.12 As at end-March 2011, UCBs with asset-
size more than `500 crore constituted almost 6
asset-size per cent of total number of UCBs while
the same category of UCBs accounted for a share
of 59 per cent of the total assets of the sector.
UCBs with medium asset size (`100 crore-`500
crore) had a share of 21 per cent of total number
of UCBs and 27 per cent of total assets size.
Accordingly, the remaining share of 14 per cent
of total assets was attributable to UCBs with
smaller asset size (`15 crore-`100 crore), which
accounted for almost 73 per cent of total number
of UCBs (Chart V.4).

5.13 An analysis of deposits and advances base-
wise distribution of UCBs revealed that banking
business was predominantly concentrated in
favour of larger UCBs. UCBs with larger deposit
base (more than or equal to `500 crore), though
accounted for only 4 per cent of total number of
UCBs, contributed almost 53 per cent of total
deposits. Similarly, only 3 per cent of total
number of UCBs had advances base of more than

`500 crore, but they accounted for almost 47 per
cent of total advances disbursed in 2010-11
(Table V.2).

Tier-wise Profile of UCBs
Number of tier I banks reduced as compared
with the previous year
5.14 Apart from grade-wise classification, UCBs
are classified into two categories, viz., tier I and
tier II for regulatory purposes. All UCBs following
the below stated criteria4 are classified as tier I
banks where as all other banks are classified as
tier II banks.

Chart V.4

Chart V.4: Asset Size-wise Distribution of UCBs
(As at end-March 2010)

A > 2000 1000 < A < 2000 500 < A < 1000 250 < A < 500

100 < A< 250 50 < A < 100 25 < A < 50 15 < A < 25 A < 15
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(14.0)
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(1.8)
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Note: 'A' denotes asset size in crore and figures in parentheses indicate percentage
share of assets

`

Chart V.3: Changing Profile of UCBs

Note: 'A' denotes asset size (in crore)`
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4 Deposits and advances as referred in this definition may be reckoned as on 31-st March of the immediate preceding financial year.
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I. Banks having deposits below `100
crore operating in a single district.

II. Banks with deposits below `100 crore
operating in more than one district
provided the branches are in
contiguous districts and, deposits and
advances of branches in one district
separately constitute at least 95 per
cent of the total deposits and advances,
respectively of the bank.

III. Banks with deposits below `100 crore,
whose branches were originally in a
single district but subsequently
became multi-district due to
reorganisation of the district.

5.15 There was an increase in the number of
tier II banks while number of tier I banks
reduced as at end-March 2011 as compared to
the previous year. As at end-March 2011 tier I
banks accounted for more than three fourths of
total number of UCBs. As against this their

shares in total deposits as well as advances were
less than 20 per cent. Tier II banks, though
constituted less than one fourth of total number
of banks, accounted for majority share of
advances and deposits. Similarly, the
distribution of total assets was also heavily
skewed in favour of tier II banks with these
banks accounting for almost 81 per cent of total
assets of the UCB sector (Table V.3).

Balance Sheet Operations of UCBs

Balance sheet of UCBs expanded mainly on
account of growth in borrowings as well as
loans and advances

5.16 Balance sheet of UCBs expanded at a rate
of 15 per cent at end-March 2011 over the
previous year. This expansion in balance
sheet was largely attributed to borrowings on
the liabilities side and loans and advances
on the assets side. Non-scheduled
UCBs witnessed expansion of their balance

Table V.2: Distribution of Urban Cooperative Banks by Size of Deposits and Advances
(As at end-March 2011)

(Amount in `crore)

Deposit base Distribution of UCBs by Size of Deposits Advances base Distribution of UCBs by Size of Advances

Number of UCBs Deposits Number of UCBs Advances

Number Percentage Amount Percentage Number Percentage Amount Percentage
share in total share in total share in total share in total

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

D j 1000 28 1.7 83,867 39.6 Ad j 1000 17 1.0 45,487 33.4
500 i D < 1000 41 2.5 28,899 13.6 500 i Ad < 1000 27 1.6 19,057 14.0
250 i D < 500 91 5.5 30,212 14.2 250 i Ad < 500 50 3.0 17,335 12.7
100 i D < 250 206 12.5 31,631 14.9 100 i Ad < 250 148 9.0 22,642 16.6
50 i D < 100 245 14.9 17,219 8.1 50 i Ad < 100 182 11.1 12,463 9.1
25 i D < 50 318 19.3 11,442 5.4 25 i Ad < 50 259 15.7 9,323 6.8
10 i D < 25 418 25.4 7,115 3.4 10 i Ad < 25 446 27.1 7,297 5.4
D < 10 298 18.1 1,646 0.8 Ad < 10 516 31.4 2,737 2.0

Total 1,645 100.0 2,12,031 100.0  Total 1,645 100.0 1,36,341 100.0

Note: D: Deposits in rupees crore, Ad: Advances in rupees crore

Table V.3: Tier-wise Distribution of Urban Cooperative Banks
(As at end-March 2011)

(Amount in `crore)

Bank Tier Type No. of banks Deposits Advances Assets

Number Percentage Amount Percentage Amount Percentage Amount Percentage
Share to Total Share to Total Share to Total Share to Total

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

I 1,279 77.8 40,779 19.2 24,918 18.3 52,377 19.2
II 366 22.2 1,71,252 80.8 1,11,423 81.7 2,20,924 80.8

Total 1,645 100.0 2,12,031 100.0 1,36,341 100.0 2,73,301 100.0
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sheet at a higher rate than their scheduled
counterparts.

5.17 As at end-March 2011, share of deposits in
total liabilities was 78 per cent implying that
UCBs are heavily dependent on deposits for
resources. The share of deposits in total
liabilities increased marginally in 2010-11 as
compared to the previous year. Capital and
reserves together constituted almost 12 per cent
of total liabilities in 2010-11. On the assets side,
loans and advances constituted almost half of
total assets followed by investments and
balances with banks (Table V.4).

Investment Activities of Urban Cooperative
Banks

SLR instruments continued to account for a
major part of total investments

5.18 The growth in total investments of UCBs
moderated in 2010-11 as compared to the

previous year. While total investments in SLR
securities continued to increase, there was a
decline in investments made in non-SLR
instruments in 2010-11.

5.19  As at end-March 2011, almost 93 per cent
of total investments of UCBs were in SLR
instruments. Investments in Central and State
Governments securities constituted almost 77
per cent of total SLR investments. Further,
investments in term deposits with StCBs and
DCCBs constituted almost one fifth of total SLR
investments of UCBs in 2010-11. There was also
a change in the composition of SLR investments
in 2010-11 with UCBs shifting their investments
from term deposits with StCBs and DCCBs to
Central and State Government securities and
other approved securities (Table V.5).

5.20 The non-scheduled UCBs witnessed a
higher growth in SLR investments as compared
to their scheduled counterparts. Both

Table V.4: Liabilities and Assets of Urban Cooperative Banks
(As at end-March 2011)

 (Amount in `Crore)

Item Scheduled UCBs Non-Scheduled UCBs All UCBs

 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Liabilities      
1. Capital 1,612 1,871 3,955 4,395 5,567 6,267

(1.6) (1.6) (3.0) (2.9) (2.3) (2.3)
2. Reserves 10,377 11,066 14,153 15,195 24,531 26,260

(10.0) (9.3) (10.6) (9.9) (10.3) (9.6)
3. Deposits 80,208 92,428 1,02,943 1,19,602 1,83,150 2,12,031

(77.2) (77.3) (77.2) (77.8) (77.2) (77.6)
4. Borrowings 1,783 2,718 557 1,571 2,340 4,289

(1.7) (2.3) (0.4) (1.0) (1.0) (1.6)
5. Other Liabilities 9,916 11,483 11,766 12,973 21,682 24,455

(9.5) (9.6) (8.8) (8.4) (9.1) (8.9)
Assets      
1. Cash in Hand 586 648 1,604 1,709 2,190 2,357

(0.6) (0.5) (1.2) (1.1) (0.9) (0.9)
2. Balances with Banks 10,290 11,010 10,238 12,880 20,528 23,890

(9.9) (9.2) (7.7) (8.4) (8.7) (8.7)
3. Money at Call and Short Notice 407 651 1,023 485 1,431 1,136

(0.4) (0.5) (0.8) (0.3) (0.6) (0.4)
4. Investments 31,107 33,480 48,063 53,595 79,170 87,075

(29.9) (28.0) (36.0) (34.9) (33.4) (31.9)
5. Loans and Advances 50,647 61,772 61,789 74,569 1,12,436 1,36,341

(48.7) (51.7) (46.3) (48.5) (47.4) (49.9)
6. Other Assets 10,859 12,005 10,657 10,498 21,516 22,503

(10.5) (10.0) (8.0) (6.8) (9.1) (8.2)

Total Liabilities/Assets 1,03,896 1,19,566 1,33,374 1,53,736 2,37,271 2,73,302
(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)

Note: Figures in parentheses are percentages to total liabilities/assets.
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these groups witnessed a decline in their non-
SLR investments. The scheduled UCBs,
however, continued to have a higher proportion
of their total investments in non-SLR
instruments as compared to non-scheduled
UCBs (Chart V.5).

Financial Performance of UCBs

Net profits of the UCB sector improved due
to growth in income

5.21 Net profits of the UCB sector improved
substantially during 2010-11 as compared to

the previous year when this sector witnessed a
slowdown in net profits possibly due to the
spillover effects of global financial crisis. This
increase in profits was primarily attributable to a
robust growth in income surpassing the growth
in expenditure, thus improving the overall
financial position of this sector. In case of non
scheduled UCBs, which witnessed their
expenditure growing at a higher rate than
income, the increase in profits was mainly
attributable to a fall in provisions and
contingencies, taxes and staff expenses
(Table V.6).

5.22 All the major items of the profit and loss
account of the UCB sector witnessed
positive growth during 2010-11. Return on
assets and net interest margin improved for the
sector as a whole owing to a significant
increase in net profits. Bank wise data of RoA
revealed that majority of banks were reporting
RoA in the range of 0-1.5 per cent (Table V.7 and
Chart V.7).

Financial Soundness of UCBs

Asset Quality

Gross NPAs increased, though there was a
decline in both gross as well as net NPA
ratios

5.23 The gross non-performing assets (GNPAs)
of UCB sector increased during the period 2010-
11 over the previous year. However, there was a

Table V.5: Investments by Urban
Cooperative Banks

(Amount in ̀ Crore)

Item As at Percentage
end-March Variation

2010 2011 2009-10 2010-11

1 2 3 4 5

Total Investments (A+B) 79,169 87,075 21.6 10.0
(100.0) (100.0)

A.SLR Investments (i to vi) 70,925 80,756 29.3 13.9
(89.6) (92.7)

i) Central Government Securities 40,818 52,372 19.4 28.3
(51.6) (60.1)

ii) State Government Securities 7,791 10,127 79.4 30.0
(9.8) (11.6)

iii)Other Approved Securities 415 576 1.2 38.8
(0.5) (0.7)

iv)Term Deposits with StCBs 6,326 5,496 19.8 -13.1
(8.0) (6.3)

v) Term Deposits with DCCBs 13,839 10,861 51.8 -21.5
(17.5) (12.5)

vi)Others, if any 1,736 1,324 13.1 -23.7
(2.2) (1.5)

B.Non-SLR Investments 8,244 6,319 -19.4 -23.4
(10.4) (7.3)

Note: Figures in parentheses are percentages to total investments.

Chart V.5: Composition of Investments of UCBs
(As at end-March 2011)
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decline in gross as well as net NPA ratios during
2010-11 implying improvement in asset quality
for the UCB sector. Along with the improvement
in gross and net NPA ratios there was also an
increase in the provisioning coverage ratio of the
sector (Table V.8).

Capital Adequacy

Majority of UCBs reported CRAR more than
9 per cent

5.24 As at end-March 2011, almost 90 per cent
of the UCBs were found to have a CRAR of more
than 9 per cent. However, it was found that
almost 20 per cent of the scheduled UCBs
failed to comply with the prescribed minimum
CRAR of 9 per cent whereas their non-
scheduled counterparts performed better in
terms of capital adequacy with only 8 per cent of
them reporting CRAR below the prescribed limit
(Chart V.6).

5.25 An analysis of bank wise CRAR data
revealed that most of the UCBs with CRAR less
than 9 per cent actually reported negative CRAR.

Table V.7: Select Financial Indicators of UCBs
Financial indicators Scheduled Non-Scheduled All UCBs

2009-10 2010-11 2009-10 2010-11 2009-10 2010-11

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Return on Assets 0.57 1.10 0.57 0.68 0.57 0.86
Net Interest Margin 2.54 3.09 3.12 2.97 2.86 3.02

Table V.6: Financial Performance of Scheduled and Non-Scheduled Urban Cooperative Banks
(As at end-March 2011)

 (Amount in `Crore)

Item Scheduled Non-Scheduled All UCBs Percentage variation
(All UCBs)

2009-10 2010-11 2009-10 2010-11 2009-10 2010-11 2009-10 2010-11

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

A. Total Income (i+ii) 8,561 9,842 11,157 12,601 19,718 22,443 7.1 13.8
(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)

i. Interest Income 7,751 8,989 10,528 11,860 18,279 20,849 9.9 14.1
(90.5) (91.3) (94.4) (94.1) (92.7) (92.9)

ii. Non-Interest Income 810 853 629 741 1,439 1594 -19.1 10.8
(9.5) (8.7) (5.6) (5.9) (7.3) (7.1)

B. Total Expenditure (i+ii) 7,347 7,809 9,500 10,770 16,847 18,579 12.7 10.3
(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)

i. Interest Expenditure 5,334 5,536 6,670 7,601 12,004 13,137 12.3 9.4
(72.6) (70.9) (70.2) (70.6) (71.3) (70.7)

ii. Non-Interest Expenditure 2,013 2,273 2,830 3,169 4,843 5,442 13.6 12.4
(27.4) (29.1) (29.8) (29.4) (28.7) (29.3)

of which: Staff Expenses 1,010 1,154 1,776 1,667 2,786 2,821 17.9 1.3
C. Profits

i. Amount of operating profits 1,214 2,033 1,657 1,832 2,871 3,865 -17.0 34.6
ii. Provisions, contingencies, taxes 666 800 948 862 1,614 1,662 -18.5 12.7
iii. Amount of net profits 548 1,233 709 970 1,257 2,203 -19.6 75.3

Note: Figures in parentheses are percentages to their respective totals.

CRAR<3% 3 % CRAR < 6%≤ 6 % CRAR < 9%≤

9 % CRAR < 12%≤ 12 % CRAR≤

Chart V.6: Distribution of UCBs according to CRAR
(As at end-March 2011)
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The dismal financial performances of these
banks were also visible with some of them
reporting negative RoA (Chart V.7).

Priority Sector Advances

UCBs’ advances to priority sectors
constituted almost 46 per cent of total
advances

5.26 UCBs play an important role in providing
adequate and timely credit to small and weaker
sections of the society. The priority sector
lending target for UCBs was set at 40 per cent of

adjusted bank credit or credit equivalent
amount of off-balance sheet exposure,
whichever is higher, as on 31st March of the
previous year5.

5.27 As at end-March 2011, advances to priority
sectors by the UCBs constituted almost 46 per
cent of their total advances disbursed by them. A
further breakup of total priority sector advances
revealed that small enterprises and housing
loans constituted almost 59 per cent and 26 per
cent, respectively, of total priority sector
advances. The share of agriculture under
priority sector in total advances declined in
2011 as compared to the previous year
(Chart V.8).

5.28 As at end-March 2011, almost 14 per cent
of total advances of UCBs were disbursed to
weaker sections6 of which more than 60 per cent
was absorbed by small enterprises. The
advances to weaker sections constituted almost
30 percent of total priority sector advances as at
end-March 2011 (Table V.9).

Table V.8: Non-Performing Assets of UCBs
(Amount in ̀ Crore)

Items Mar’2010 Mar’2011
1 2 3

1. Gross NPAs 11,399 11,529
2. Net NPAs 3,821 3,130
3. Gross NPA Ratio 10.1 8.5
4. Net NPA Ratio 3.9 2.5
5. Provisioning 7,578 8,399
6. Coverage Ratio 66.5 72.9

Note: 1. Coverage ratio is calculated as provisioning as percentage of
gross NPAs.

2. Items 3, 4, and 6 are in percentages.
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Note: Four UCBs have been excluded from this chart owing to their very high negative values
for the CRAR as at end-March 2011.
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5 Existing investments, as on August 30, 2007 made by banks in non-SLR bonds held in HTM category are not taken into account
for calculation of adjusted bank credit. However, fresh investments by banks in non-SLR bonds are taken into account for this
purpose. Also inter-bank exposures will not be taken into account for setting priority sector targets/sub targets.

6 Advances to priority sectors are inclusive of advances to weaker sections.

Chart V.8: Composition of Advances to
Priority Sectors by UCBs
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Geographical Spread of UCBs

UCBs continued to be concentrated in the
western region

5.29 An analysis of the State-wise data on
number of UCBs as well as advances and
deposits revealed that UCBs continued to
remain concentrated in terms of number as well
as banking business in the western part of the
country. As at end-March 2011, almost 48 per
cent of the total UCBs were located in the
western States followed by southern States
accounting for 34 per cent of total UCBs. The
concentration was, however, more skewed when
considered in terms of banking business with

more than three fourths of total deposits as well
as advances attributed to western region.
Southern states accounted for 14 and 16 per
cent of total deposits and advances, respectively.
Accordingly, the banking business of UCBs was
very shallow in other parts of the country,
particularly in eastern and north-eastern
regions. (Chart V.9)

5.30 The State-wise data on deposits and
advances further revealed that within the
regions also there was a concentration of
banking business in some of the States. The
share of Maharashtra, Gujarat, Karnataka,
Andhra Pradesh, Kerala and Tamil Nadu
together in total deposits as well as advances of
the UCBs was close to 90 per cent. Maharashtra
alone accounted for more than 65 per cent of the
banking business of UCBs followed by Gujarat
and Karnataka.

5.31 For a comparative analysis among different
grades of UCBs according to level of geographical
concentration, a comparison has been done
between the share of top five States and bottom
five States according to the number of UCBs.
From the analysis it can be concluded that the
level of concentration in terms of geographical
presence was comparatively less in grade I
UCBs followed by grade II/III and grade IV
(Chart V.10).

Table V.9: Advances to Weaker Sections by
Urban Cooperative Banks

(As at end-March 2011)
(Amount in `Crore)

Sector Amount Percentage share
in total advances

1 2 3

Agriculture and Allied Activities 1,507 1.1
of which 1. Direct Finance 555 0.4

2. Indirect Finance 952 0.7
Small Enterprises 11,928 8.7
of which 1. Direct Finance 9,991 7.3

2. Indirect Finance 1,937 1.4
Micro Credit 1,000 0.7
State Sponsored Organisations for SC/ST 96 0.1
Educational loans 399 0.3
Housing loans 4,021 2.9

Total 18,951 13.9

Chart V.9: Region-wise and State-wise Profile of UCBs

(As at end-March 2011)
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3. Rural Cooperatives7

Financial performance of long term
cooperatives was relatively weak

5.32 As at end-March 2010, there were a total
95,765 rural cooperative institutions operating
in the country. Out of the total number of rural
cooperatives, short term cooperatives
constituted a majority while only one per cent of
the total cooperatives operating in the country
were long term in nature. Within the short term
structure, StCBs and DCCBs reported profits,
whereas the ground level institutions, PACS
incurred huge losses. The financial positions of
long term cooperatives were found to be weaker
than the short term cooperatives with both
SCARDBs and PCARDBs reporting losses as at
end-March 2010.

5.33  StCBs and the DCCBs were heavily
dependent on deposits for resources whereas
borrowings constituted a major part of total
assets in case of PACS, SCARDBs and
PCARDBs. Out of the total loans and advances
issued by the rural cooperatives, DCCBs
accounted for almost 47 per cent followed by
PACS and StCBs. The share of long term

cooperatives in total loans and advances stood at
less than 3 per cent, thus indicating the
dominance of short term structure in rural credit
disbursement. The short term cooperatives
(except PACS) were found to be better placed as
compared to their long term counterparts in
terms of asset quality and recovery performance.
The NPA ratio was found to be higher in case of
long term cooperatives. Within the short term
structure, the PACS, however, reported highest
NPA ratio, indicating poor asset quality of these
grass root level cooperatives (Table V.10).

Management of Cooperatives

Almost one third of total rural cooperatives’
boards under supersession

5.34 As at end-March 2010, almost one third of
total rural cooperative credit institutions
(excluding PACS) had their boards under
supersession. Among various types of rural
cooperatives SCARDBs witnessed the highest
percentage of boards under supersession (Table
V.11).

Short-term Structure of Rural
Cooperatives

5.35 The short term structure of rural
cooperatives comprises of StCBs operating as
the apex institutions in each State, DCCBs
operating at the district level and PACS operating
at a more granular level. While StCBs and
DCCBs witnessed fall in their net profits, PACS
continued to incur losses. The NPA ratio,
however, decelerated for StCBs and DCCBs at
end-March 2010 as compared to the previous
year.

State Cooperative Banks

Growth of StCBs’ balance sheet decelerated
in 2009-10 as compared to previous year

5.36 The balance sheet of StCBs expanded at a
rate close to 12 per cent during 2009-10, which

7 Data for 2009-10 presented in this section is provisional.
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Chart V.10: Percentage Share of Top and
Bottom Five States in Total Numbers of UCBs
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accounted for the almost 45 per cent of total
assets. During 2009-10, investments increased
at a higher rate than loans and advances.
Also, the percentage share of investments
in total assets increased with a decline in
the share of loans and advances as at end-
March 2010 as compared to the previous year
(Table V.12).

was lower than the growth observed during
2008-09. The growth in StCB’s balance sheet
was mainly due to increase in borrowings and
other liabilities on the liabilities side, and cash
and bank balances, and other assets on the
assets side. On the liabilities side, deposits
continued to account for the largest share of the
resources of StCBs, while investment

Table V.10: A Profile of Rural Cooperative Banks
(As at 31st March, 2010)

(Amount in `crore)

Item Short-Term Long-Term

 StCBs DCCBs PACS SCARDBs PCARDBs

1 2 3 4 5 6

A. No. of Cooperative Banks 31 370 94,647 20 697
B. Balance Sheet Indicators

i. Owned Funds (Capital + Reserves) 11,871 31,370 12,479 4,510 5,165
ii. Deposits 79,150 1,46,404 35,286 759 461
iii. Borrowings 23,559 28,735 51,764 15,581 12,832
iv. Loans and Advances Issued 53,588 1,18,393 74,938 3,205 2,465
v. Loans and Advances Outstanding 49,629 1,07,466 76,480 17,000 11,482
vi. Total Liabilities/Assets 1,20,662 2,18,676 1,35,192+ 25,562 25,037

C. Financial Performance
i. Institutions in Profit

a. No. 29 322 40,936 10 276
b. Amount of Profits 462 1,659 1,132 127 123

ii. Institutions in Loss
a. No. 2 47* 41,679 9 416
b. Amount of Loss 209 523 2,347 155 538

iii. Overall Profit (+)/Loss (-) 253 1,136 -1,215 -27 -415
iv. Accumulated Loss 575 4757 - 1,190 4154

D. Non-performing Assets
i. Amount 4353 16,234 39,524 ++ 5,642 4,841
ii. As Percentage of Loans Outstanding 8.8 12.9 41.3 33.2 42.0
iii. Recovery of Loans to Demand (Per cent) 91.8 75.7 - 41.0 41.5

StCBs: State Cooperative Banks, DCCBs: District Central Cooperative Banks, PACS: Primary Agricultural Credit Societies, SCARDBs: State Cooperative
Agriculture and Rural Development Banks, PCARDBs: Primary Cooperative Agriculture and Rural Development Banks.
 ‘-‘ : Not available. +: Working capital. ++: Total overdues. *: Nayagarh DCCB in Orissa is in no profits no loss situation.
Note: 1 StCBs in the states of Bihar, Manipur, Kerala and West Bengal are repeated for the year 2009-10 from previous year due to lack of information.

2 Data are repeated for DCCBs operating in the States Bihar, West Bengal and Kerala.
3 Manipur SCARDB is defunct.
4 Data for 5 SCARDB are not available for 2010.

Source: NABARD and NAFSCOB.

Table V.11: Elected Boards under Supersession
(Position as on March 31, 2010)

(Amount in `crore)

Item StCBs DCCBs SCARDBs PCARDBs Total

1 2 3 4 5 6

(i) Total number of institutions 31 370 20 697 1,118
(ii) Number of institutions where Boards were under Supersession 9 86 9 265 369
Percentage of reporting Boards under supersession [(ii) as per cent of (i)] 29.0 23.2 45.0 38.0 33.0

Note: 1. Data related to StCBs in Bihar, Sikkim, Pondicherry and West Bengal and DCCBs in Bihar, Jharkhand and West Bengal are repeated for 2009-10 due
to lack of information.

2. SCARDB in Tripura is defunct.
Source: NABARD.
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5.37 From the updated information on major
balance sheet indicators of scheduled
StCBs available in Section 42(2) returns, it was
observed that deposits declined significantly in
2010-11 as compared to the previous year. In
contrast, there was substantial increase in total
credit disbursed in 2010-11. Investments in SLR
instruments by StCBs declined in 2010-11 as
compared to the previous year (Chart V.11).

StCBs’ profits decreased mainly on account
of slower growth in income

5.38 Net profits of StCBs decreased in 2009-10
as compared to the previous year. This fall in
profit was mainly attributed to a slower growth of
income during 2009-10 as compared to the
previous year. There was also a change
discernable in the composition of total income of
the StCBs for last two years with the share of
their non-interest income in total income

increasing continuously. The trend continued in
2009-10 with non-interest income growing at a
significantly higher rate than interest income.
Nonetheless, interest income accounted for
almost 95 per cent of StCBs total income in
2010.

5.39 On the expenditure side, interest
expenditure continued to account for more than
three fourths of total expenses. Total wage bill
increased substantially though there was a fall
in total operating expenses in 2009-10 as
compared to the previous year. Provisions
and contingencies also declined in 2009-10
(Table V.13)

NPA ratio declined for StCBs though there
was a sharp increase in ‘loss’ NPAs

5.40 The asset quality of StCBs improved as at
end-March 2010 over the previous year with
their NPAs declining both in absolute as well as
percentage terms. Analysis of various
categories of NPAs further revealed that
the decline in NPA was mainly on account
of a decline in sub-standard and doubtful
assets while there was a steep increase in loss
assets in 2009-10 as compared to previous year
(Table V.14).

Table V.12: Liabilities and Assets of State
Cooperative Banks, end-March 2010

(Amount in `crore)

Item As at end-March Percentage variation

 2009# 2010 2008-09 2009-10

1 2 3 4 5

Liabilities  
1. Capital 1,569 1,631 2.3 4.0

(1.5) (1.4)
2. Reserves 10,325 10,240 4.2 -0.8

(9.5) (8.5)
3. Deposits 70,312 79,150 24.8 12.6

(65.0) (65.6)
4. Borrowings 20,913 23,559 -7.4 12.7

(19.3) (19.5)
5. Other Liabilities 4,997 6,083 7.8 21.7

(4.6) (5.0)
Assets  
1. Cash and Bank balance 7,960 9,367 -4.2 17.7

(7.4) (7.8)
2. Investments 46,567 54,334 47.6 16.7

(43.1) (45.0)
3. Loans and Advances 48,400 49,629 -3.3 2.5

(44.8) (41.1)
4. Other Assets 5,188 7,333 1.8 41.3

(4.8) (6.1)
Total Liabilities/Assets 1,08,116 1,20,662 13.8 11.6

(100.0) (100.0)  

#: Data for 2008-09 is updated
Notes:1. Figures in brackets are percentages to total liabilities/assets.

2. ‘Reserves’ include credit balance in P&L Account shown
separately by some of the banks.

3. Data for StCBs in the States of Bihar, Manipur, Kerala and West
Bengal repeated for the year 2009-10.

Source: NABARD

Chart V.11: Select Balance Sheet Indicators of
Scheduled StCBs

(As at end-March 2011)

Source: Form B under section 42(2) of RBI act, 1934
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5.41 The percentage share of ‘sub-standard’
and ‘loss’ categories of NPAs in total NPAs
increased in 2009-10 as compared to the
previous year though there was a decline in the
percentage share of ‘doubtful’ NPAs during the
same period (Chart V.12).

District Central Cooperative Banks

Investments grew at a higher rate than loans
and advances

5.42 During 2009-10 the balance sheet of
DCCBs witnessed expansion at a rate close to 12
per cent, which was attributable to growth in
deposits and ‘other’ liabilities on the liabilities
side and investments on the assets side, though
growth in investments decelerated as compared
to 2008-09.

5.43  Deposits accounted for almost two thirds
of total liabilities of DCCBs in 2009-10,
indicating their heavy dependence on deposits
for funds. Alongside, there was a decline in the
percentage share of capitals and reserves in total
liabilities.

5.44 On the assets side, loans and advances
constituted almost half of the total assets
whereas investments accounted for almost one
third of the same. During 2009-10, loans and
advances increased as compared to a decline in
2008-09. However, the higher growth in
investments as compared with the growth of
loans and advances during 2009-10 indicated
DCCBs’ continued preference for investments
rather than lending due to reduction in risk

Table V.13: Financial Performance of
State Cooperative Banks

(Amount in `crore)

Item As at end-March Percentage variation

 2009 2010 2008-09 2009-10

1 2 3 4 5

A. Income (i+ii) 7,590 8,239 22.5 8.6
(100.0) (100.0)   

i. Interest Income 7,281 7,822 21.8 7.4
(95.9) (94.9)

ii. Other Income 309 417 44.1 35.0
(4.1) (5.1)

B. Expenditure (i+ii+iii) 7,272 7,985 21.8 9.8
(100.0) (100.0)   

i. Interest Expended 5,729 6,595 24.9 15.1
(78.8) (82.6)

ii. Provisions and 451 393 -16.9 -12.9
Contingencies (6.2) (4.9)

iii. Operating expenses 1,092 997 29.3 -8.7
(15.0) (12.5)

of which, Wage Bill 512 581 11.8 13.7
 (7.0) (7.3)   

C. Profits     
i. Operating Profits 768 647 0.6 -15.8
ii. Net Profits 318 253 43.8 -20.4

Note: 1. Figures in parentheses are percentages to the total income/
expenditure.

2. Data for StCBs in Bihar, West Bengal, Manipur and Kerala are
repeated for the year 2009-10.

Source: NABARD.

Table V.14: Soundness Indicators of State
Cooperative Banks

(Amount in `crore)

Item As at end-March Percentage variation

 2009 2010 2009 2010

1 2 3 4 5

A. Total NPAs (i+ii+iii) 5,725 4,353 -7.5 -24.0
i. Sub-standard 1,627 1,332 -41.9 -18.1
ii. Doubtful 3,822 2,219 44.1 -41.9
iii. Loss 276 802 -62.5 190.6

B. NPAs to Loans Ratio 11.8 8.8   
i. Recovery to Demand (%) 91.8 91.8   
ii. Provisions Required 2,883 2,861 8.5 -0.7
iii. Provision Made 3,310 4,438 10.3 34.1

Source: NABARD
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appetite following increased downward risk to
domestic growth emanating from global
economic uncertainties (Table V.15).

Net profits of DCCBs’ declined mainly due
to increase in operating expenses

5.45 The overall financial performance of
DCCBs deteriorated during 2009-10 with their
net profits declining substantially. This is in
contrast with the improved financial
performance of these institutions in the
previous year when DCCBs started reporting
overall profits as compared to losses prior to
that.

5.46 An analysis of different components of the
profit and loss account of DCCBs suggested that
the deceleration of profits was mainly on account
of increase in operating expenses. Interest

expended continued to account for a majority
share of total expenses of DCCBs with the same
increasing at a higher rate than interest income
of DCCBs during 2009-10. Interest income,
which is the major component of income
for DCCBs, increased at a significantly slower
rate in 2009-10 as compared to 2008-09
(Table V.16).

Asset quality of DCCBs’ improved with fall
in NPA ratio

5.47 The asset quality of DCCBs improved as at
end-March 2010 continuing the trend of the
previous year. Total NPAs as well as the NPA
ratio declined as at end-March 2010 as
compared to the previous year. Similar to StCBs,
there was an increase in the percentage share of
loss assets in total NPAs of DCCBs with a
subsequent decline in percentage shares of
doubtful and sub-standard assets. Sub-
standard assets continued to account for major

Table V.15: Liabilities and Assets of District
Central Cooperative Banks

(Amount in `crore)

Item As at end-March Percentage variation

 2009 2010 2008-09 2009-10

1 2 3 4 5

Liabilities     
1. Capital 6,578 7,309 10.8 11.1

(3.4) (3.3)
2. Reserves 23,227 24,061 3.4 3.6

(11.9) (11.0)
3. Deposits 1,27,623 1,46,404 16.4 14.7

(65.2) (67.0)
4. Borrowings 27,663 28,735 -13.9 3.9

(14.1) (13.1)
5. Other Liabilities 10,593 12,168 21.1 14.9

(5.4) (5.6)
Assets    
1. Cash and Bank balance 12,917 14,797 21.8 14.6

(6.6) (6.8)
2. Investments 64,709 75,913 34.2 17.3

(33.1) (34.7)
3. Loans and Advances 99,429 1,07,466 -1.8 8.1

(50.8) (49.1)
4. Other Assets 18,629 20,500 -1.0 10.0

(9.5) (9.4)
Total Liabilities/Assets 1,95,684 2,18,676 9.4 11.7

100.0 100.0  

Note: 1. Figures in parentheses are percentages to total.
2. ‘Reserves’ include credit balance in profits and loss account

shown separately by some of the banks.
3. Data for DCCBs of Bihar, West Bengal and Kerala are repeated

for the year 2009-10, as the latest data were not available.
Source: NABARD.

Table V.16: Financial Performance of District
Central Cooperative Banks

(Amount in `crore)

Item As at end-March Percentage variation

 2009 2010 2008-09 2009-10

1 2 3 4 5

A. Income (i+ii) 16,302 17,713 24.1 8.7
 (100.0) (100.0)

i. Interest Income 14,817 15,936 23.7 7.6
(90.9) (90.0)

ii. Other Income 1,485 1,777 28.6 19.7
(9.1) (10.0)

B. Expenditure(i+ii+iii) 14,949 16,576 12.6 10.9
(100.0) (100.0)

i. Interest Expended 9,413 10,330 19.6 9.7
(63.0) (62.3)

ii. Provisions and 2,119 2,228 -12.5 5.1
Contingencies (14.2) (13.4)

iii. Operating expenses 3,417 4,018 14.7 17.6
(22.9) (24.2)

of which, Wage Bill 2,255 2,618 13.9 16.1
(15.1) (15.8)

C. Profits     
i. Operating Profits 3,473 3,363 52.1 -3.2
ii. Net Profits 1,353 1,136 - -16.0

Note: 1. Figures in parentheses are percentages to total.
2. Data for DCCBs of Bihar, West Bengal and Kerala are repeated

for the year 2007-08.
Source: NABARD.
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Box V.2: Soundness of StCBs
A trend analysis

StCBs are the apex institutions in the short term structure of
rural cooperatives. Hence the financial health of StCBs has
strong influence on the overall financial health of short term
rural cooperatives. Particularly, given the fact that the ground
level cooperatives or PACS incurred huge losses in recent
years, StCBs’ ability to provide assistance to PACS depends
on the financial soundness of their own.

Since data on risk weighted asset is not available for rural
cooperatives, it was not possible to measure the capital to
risk weighted asset ratio (CRAR) for StCBs. However, a rough
measure of capital adequacy for StCBs has been taken as
ratio of capital and reserves to investments and advances.
This ratio stood at the range of 12-15 per cent in recent years,
but showed some amount of deceleration in last two years
(Chart 2.1). However, the leverage ratio8 for StCBs was found
to be very high in recent years. The high leverage ratio of
StCBs remains as a cause of concern for rural cooperative
sector and also limits their ability to provide further assistance
to ground level institutions.

There has been a continuous decline in the NPA of StCBs
since 2006, both at absolute as well as in percentage terms.
This fall was due to reduction in NPAs under the three major
categories, though ‘loss’ category increased in 2009-10.
Despite this, the NPA ratio for StCBs remained high when
compared with the commercial banks. Another important
trend observed in the composition of NPAs of StCBs during
2005-09 is that while share of ‘sub-standard’ NPAs in total
NPA came down, there was an increase in percentage share
of ‘doubtful’ NPAs in total NPA, though the same again
decelerated in 2010. The increase in percentage share of
‘doubtful’ NPAs in total NPA during 2005-09 indicated that
NPA of StCBs has become stickier in recent years.

The provision coverage ratio for StCBs exhibited an increasing
trend from 2007 onwards. More importantly, there was a steep
increase in the provision coverage ratio of StCBs in the year
2010 as compared to the previous year.

Resilience of StCBs-a stress test for increase in credit risk

Due to unavailability of data, it was not possible to conduct a
stress test at bank level for StCBs. However, to analyse the
resilience of StCBs with respect to increased credit risk a stress
test has been conducted at system’s level. The stress test
assumes increase in gross NPAs of StCBs by 100, 200 and
300 per cent along with the increased provisioning
requirement of 25 per cent in case of sub-standard assets
and 100 per cent for doubtful as well as loss assets. It was
assumed that the ratio of different categories of NPAs remained
the same under all the three scenarios. The increased
provisioning requirement was first adjusted from the operating
profits of StCBs and then the residual provisioning
requirements, if any, was further subtracted from the capital.
Due to unavailability of risk weighted assets for StCBs, CRAR
under the stress is calculated as ratio of capital (after adjusting
for the provisioning requirements) and reserves to investments
and advances. A risk weight of zero per cent was assumed for
investments in SLR instruments by StCBs (obtained from data
collected from form B, sec 42(2) of RBI act). The following
table summarises the stress test results.

Table 2.1: Result of Stress Test for Credit Risk-StCBs

Items Scenario I Secnario II Scenario III

1 2 3 4

Increase in NPA 100% 200% 300%
Provisioning 25 per cent 25 per cent 25 per cent
requirements for sub- for sub- for sub-

standard standard standard
assets and 100 assets and 100 assets and 100
per cent for per cent for per cent for
doubtful/loss doubtful/loss doubtful/loss
assets assets assets

CRAR (actual) 15.8 15.8 15.8
CRAR under the stress 7.7 3.3 -1.2

The result of the stress test revealed that an unexpected
increase in the NPA level would affect the CRAR of StCBs at
system level significantly, with the CRAR level falling
significantly under the three stress scenarios as mentioned
above.

8 Calculated as ratio of assets to capital.

Chart 2.1: Trend in Capital Adequacy, Leverage and NPAs of StCBs
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part of total NPAs followed by doubtful assets.
The recovery performance of DCCBs also

improved at end-March 2010 compared to
previous year (Table V.17).
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Primary Agricultural Credit Societies
(PACS)

5.48 Primary Agricultural Credit Societies
(PACS) continued to play an important role in
providing institutional credit to agricultural and
rural sectors. PACS are an integral part of short
term rural credit cooperatives, which work at a
grass root level and provide short term crop
loans and other working capital loans to farmers
and rural artisans.

Total advances disbursed by PACS increased
at a rate of 28 per cent

5.49 The balance sheet operations of PACS
expanded significantly during 2009-10 over the
previous year. Total working capital of PACS
increased as at end-March 2010 mainly on
account of increase in deposits. Borrowings
constituted more than half of the total
resources of PACS in the year 2009-10,
indicating their heavy reliance on external
sources for funding. Total loans disbursed by
PACS increased by almost 28 per cent during
the year 2009-10. Short term loans, which
continued to constitute more than 80 per cent
of total loans issued by PACS witnessed higher
growth than medium term loans during the
year 2009-10 (Table V.18).

Table V.17: Soundness Indicators of District
Central Cooperative Banks

(Amount in `crore)

Item As at end-March Percentage variation

 2009 2010 2008-09 2009-10

1 2 3 4 5

A. Total NPAs (i+ ii + iii) 17,989 16,234 -4.1 -9.8
i) Sub- standard 8,110 7,229 2.9 -10.9

(45.1) (44.5)
ii) Doubtful 7,202 6,394 -12.3 -11.2

(40.0) (39.4)
iii) Loss 2,677 2,611 0.7 -2.5

(14.9) (16.1)
B. Percentage of NPAs to Loans 17.9 12.9

i) Recovery to Demand (%) 72.7 75.7
ii) Provisions Required 10,225 10,984 -1.6 7.4
iii) Provision Made 11,463 12,393 -5.1 8.1

Source: NABARD.

Almost 43 per cent of the PACS reported
losses
5.50 Analysis of financial performance of PACS
showed that almost 43 per cent of total PACS
operating all over the country were loss making
entities whereas 5 per cent of total number of
PACS were either dormant or defunct indicating
weak financial performance of these institutions
in general. However, almost 70 per cent of total
PACS were classified as viable and another 23
per cent of total numbers of PACS were classified
as potentially viable as at end-March 2010.

Long-Term Structure of Rural
Cooperatives

5.51 The long term structure of rural
cooperatives consists of SCARDBs operating at
the State level and PCARDBs operating at
district/block level. Both SCARDBs and
PCARDBs reported net losses in 2009-10.
Moreover, these institutions witnessed increase
in their gross NPAs in 2009-10 though the NPA
ratio marginally declined for PCARDBs.

Table V.18: Primary Agricultural Credit
Societies-Select Balance Sheet Indicators

(Amount in `crore)

Item As at end-March Percentage variation

 2009 2010 2008-09 2009-10

1 2 3 4 5

A. Liabilities  
1. Total Resources (2+3+4) 87,080 99,529 3.3 14.3
2. Owned Funds (a+b) 11,896 12,479 8.3 4.9

a. Paid-up Capital 7,007 7,148 6.2 2.0
of which,
Government Contribution 603 656 -4.1 8.9
b. Total Reserves 4,889 5,330 11.4 9.0

3. Deposits 26,245 35,286 3.1 34.4
4. Borrowings 48,938 51,764 2.3 5.8
5. Working Capital 94,585 1,35,192 7.4 42.9

B. Assets  
1. Total Loans Issued

(a+b)* 58,787 74,938 2.0 27.5
a) Short-Term 48,022 61,951 1.3 29.0
b) Medium-Term 10,765 12,987 5.0 20.6

2. Total Loans Outstanding
(a+b) 64,044 76,480 -2.5 19.4
a) Short-Term 45,686 54,970 4.6 20.3
b) Medium-Term 18,359 21,510 -16.4 17.2

Note: * - During the year.
Source: NAFSCOB.
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State Cooperative Agriculture and Rural
Development Banks (SCARDBs)
Borrowings reduced while capital and
reserves together increased their share in
total liabilities of SCARDBs

5.52 Total assets/liabilities of SCARDBs
registered a moderate growth of 0.7 per cent in
2009-10 as compared to 2.5 per cent in 2008-
09. On the liabilities side, borrowing, which is the
major source of funds for SCARDBs registered a
negative growth during 2009-10. The other
important items on liabilities side, i.e., net owned
funds (capital and reserves) and deposits,
however, increased during the same period.

5.53 On the assets side, loans and advances
accounted for almost two thirds of total assets,
as at end-March 2010. Another major
component of total assets, i.e., ‘other assets’
declined in 2010. Though the growth in
investments slowed down in 2009-10 as
compared to the previous year, the same
continued to grow at a higher rate than loans
and advances in 2009-10 (Table V.19).

SCARDBs reported net losses as compared
to net profits in previous year

5.54 SCARDBs witnessed a sharp deterioration
in their financial performance during 2009-10.
This is evident from the fact that SCARDBs
reported net losses during 2009-10 as compared
to profits during 2008-09. Deterioration in their
financial performances can be attributed to
sharp fall in interest income on one side, and
significant rise in operating expenses, including
wage expenses on the other side. Though there
was a steep decline in provisions and
contingencies and also marginal decline in
interest expended, this could not, however
compensate for the decline in income by almost
one third of its amount in 2008-09 (Table V.20).

Alongwith decline in profits, NPA ratio also
increased for SCARDBs

5.55 With significant fall in profitability,
SCARDBs also witnessed increase in their NPAs

during 2009-10. Within the various categories of
NPAs, there was an increase in ‘sub-standard’ as
well as ‘doubtful’ categories of NPAs while ‘loss’
NPAs declined. ‘Sub-standard’ NPAs continued
to account for a majority share of total NPAs
followed by ‘doubtful’ and ‘loss’ categories. The
recovery performance of SCARDBs, however,
improved, at end-March 2010 as compared to
the previous year (Table V.21).

Primary Cooperative Agriculture and Rural
Development Banks (PCARDBs)

PCARDBs’ balance sheet grew at a lower rate
in 2009-10

5.56 The growth of balance sheet of PCARDBs
moderated in 2009-10 as compared to the
previous year mainly on account of contraction
in ‘other’ assets and liabilities and also slower
growth in two major components of their balance

Table V.19: Liabilities and Assets of State
Cooperative Agriculture and Rural

Development Banks
(Amount in `crore)

Item As at end-March Percentage variation

 2009 2010 2008-09 2009-10

1 2 3 4 5

Liabilities  
1. Capital 812 821 -33.5 1.0

(3.2) (3.2)
2. Reserves 3,191 3,688 15.4 15.6

(12.6) (14.4)
3. Deposits 711 759 8.6 6.7

(2.8) (3.0)
4. Borrowings 15,849 15,581 -1.6 -1.7

(62.4) (61.0)
5. Other Liabilities 4,823 4,713 20.2 -2.3

(19.0) (18.4)
Assets  
1. Cash and Bank Balance 189 197 -22.5 4.3

(0.7) (0.8)
2. Investments 2,941 3,141 15.6 6.8

(11.6) (12.3)
3. Loans and Advances 16,420 17,000 -11.2 3.5

(64.7) (66.5)
4. Other Assets 5,836 5,224 67.3 -10.5

(23.0) (20.4)
Total Liabilities/Assets 25,386 25,562 2.5 0.7

(100.0) (100.0)  

Note: 1. Figures in parentheses are percentages to their respective totals.
2. Data for SCARDBs in the States of Maharashtra repeated from

the year 2007-08.
3. SCARDB in Manipur is defunct.
Source: NABARD.
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sheet i.e., borrowings as well as loans and
advances. As at end-March 2010, borrowings
constituted more than half of total resources of
PCARDBs where as capital and reserves together
constituted almost 21 per cent of the same. On
the assets side, the share of ‘other’ assets was

maximum followed by loans and advances, and
investments. Investments grew at a higher
rate than loans and advances during 2009-10
(Table V.22).

Losses incurred by PCARDB’s increased
followed by sharp increase in staff expenses

5.57 Financial performance of PCARDBs
deteriorated with the amount of losses
increasing in 2009-10 as compared to the
previous year. There was an overall fall in income
of PCARDBs owing to fall in both interest as well
as non-interest income. On the expenditure side,
there was steep increase in staff expenses as well
as provisions and contingencies. It is, however,
worth mentioning that PCARDBs reported
operating profits at end-March 2010, but due to
high provisioning and contingencies reported net
losses (Table V.23).

Table V.20: Financial Performance of State
Cooperative Agriculture and Rural

Development Banks
(Amount in ̀ crore)

Item As at end-March Variation

2009 2010 2008-09 2009-10

1 2 3 4 5

A Income (i+ii) 3,009 2,012 65.0 -33.1
  (100.0) (100.0)   

i Interest Income 2,774 1,737 64.6 -37.4
  (92.2) (86.3)   

ii Other Income 235 275 69.3 17.1
  (7.8) (13.7)   
B Expenditure (i+ii+iii) 2,960 2,040 43.2 -31.1
  (100.0) (100.0)   

i Interest Expended 1,330 1,303 3.7 -2.0
(44.9) (63.9)   

ii Provisions and 1,390 450 147.7 -67.7
Contingencies (47.0) (22.1)   

iii Operating expenses 240 287 7.7 19.6
(8.1) (14.1)   

 Of which, Wage Bill 194 233 19.7 20.3
(6.5) (11.4)   

D Profits     
i Operating Profits 1,439 422 352.2 -70.6
ii Net Profits (+)/ Loss (-) 49 -27 - -

Note: 1. Figures in parentheses are percentages to their respective
totals.

2. Data for SCARDBs in the States of Maharashtra repeated.
3. SCARDB in Manipur is defunct

Source: NABARD.

Table V.21: Soundness Indicators of
State Cooperative Agriculture and Rural

Development Banks
(Amount in `crore)

Item As at end-March Percentage Variation

2009 2010 2008-09 2009-10

1 2 3 4 5

A. Total NPAs (i+ii+iii) 4,948 5,641 -23.1 14.0
(100.0) (100.0)

i) Sub-standard 2,942 3,475 -15.1 18.1
(59.5) (61.6)

ii) Doubtful 1,970 2,146 -28.7 9.0
(39.8) (38.0)

iii) Loss 36 20 -82.8 -43.7
 (0.7) (0.4)
B. NPAs to Loans Ratio 30.4 33.2

i) Recovery to Demand (%) 40.7 41.0
ii) Provisions Required 1,466 1,218 13.9 -16.9
iii)Provision Made 1,493 1,536 16.0 2.9

Note: Figures in parentheses are percentages to total.
Source: NABARD.

Table V.22: Liabilities and Assets of Primary
Cooperative Agriculture and Rural

Development Banks
(Amount in `crore)

Item As at end-March Percentage Variation

2009 2010 2008-09 2009-10

1 2 3 4 5

Liabilities  
1. Capital 1,515 1,527 69.4 0.8

(6.1) (6.1)
2. Reserves 3,493 3,638 15.0 4.2

(14.1) (14.5)
3. Deposits 400 461 17.8 15.2

(1.6) (1.8)
4. Borrowings 12,365 12,832 16.4 3.8

(49.8) (51.3)
5. Other Liabilities 7,073 6,579 32.8 -7.0

(28.5) (26.3)
Assets
1. Cash and Bank Balance 236 268 86.2 13.6

(0.9) (1.1)
2. Investments 1,122 1,167 27.6 4.0

(4.5) (4.7)
3. Loans and Advances 11,268 11,482 13.7 1.9

(45.4) (45.9)
4. Other Assets 12,219 12,120 31.3 -0.8

(49.2) (48.4)
Total Liabilities/Assets 24,846 25,037 22.9 0.8

100.0 100.0  

Note: Figures in parentheses are percentages to totals.
Source: NABARD
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NPA ratio of PCARDBs declined marginally
5.58 Total NPAs of PCARDBs increased in
absolute terms for PCARDBs as at end-March
2010 as compared to the previous year. There
was, however, a marginal decline in NPA ratio of
PCARDBs during the same period. Among
various types of NPAs, there was a significant
increase in doubtful NPAs while sub-standard
and loss NPAs decreased as at end-March 2010.
The recovery performance of PCARDBs
improved as at end-March 2010 as compared to
the previous year (Table V.24).

4. Role of NABARD in Reviving the
Rural Cooperatives
5.59 NABARD plays a pivotal role in disbursing
credit to rural cooperatives and regional rural
banks (RRBs). The short term credit provided by
NABARD to cooperatives is mainly used for
financing seasonal agricultural activities,
marketing of crops, and pisciculture activities.
The medium term credit is used for financing
other approved agricultural purposes and the
long-term credit involves loans given to State
Governments.

Credit to StCBs constituted almost 70 per
cent of total credit extended by NABARD

5.60 During 2010-11, the total amount of credit
disbursed by NABARD increased significantly as
compared to the previous year. A majority of total
loans disbursed by NABARD in 2010-11 was in
the form of short term credit extended to StCBs
and RRBs. Out of the total credit disbursed by
NABARD in 2010-11, StCBs absorbed almost 70
per cent while RRBs accounted for almost 29 per
cent and the long term credit extended to the
State Governments constituted less than one per
cent. The credit extended to StCBs and RRBs
increased significantly during 2010-11 as
compared to the previous year while there was a
decrease in long term credit extended to the
State Governments (Table V.25).

Progress under Rural Infrastructure
Development Fund (RIDF) and Kisan credit
Card (KCC) Scheme

5.61 RIDF was set up as a joint initiative by the
Central Government and NABARD in order to
develop infrastructure in rural areas,
particularly in the backdrop of declining public
investments in agriculture and rural sectors.
The scheme of RIDF was first introduced in the
annual budget of 1995-96. The fund under RIDF

Table V.23: Financial Performance of Primary
Cooperative Agriculture and Rural

Development Banks
(Amount in `crore)

Item As at end-March Percentage Variation

2009 2010 2008-09 2009-10

1 2 3 4 5

A. Income (i+ii) 2,022 1,831 29.2 -9.4
(100.0) (100.0)  

i. Interest Income 1,431 1,292 4.8 -9.8
(70.8) (70.5)

ii. Other Income 591 540 195.8 -8.7
(29.2) (29.5)

B. Expenditure (i+ii+iii) 2,221 2,248 15.3 1.2
(100.0) (100.0)  

i. Interest Expended 1,217 1,138 22.9 -6.5
(54.8) (50.6)

ii. Provisions and 545 596 -12.3 9.3
Contingencies (24.6) (26.5)

iii.Operating expenses 458 513 46.0 12.0
(20.6) (22.8)

of which, Wage Bill 191 285 -9.4 49.2
(8.6) (12.7)  

C. Profits    
i. Operating Profits 347 180 32.5 -48.1
ii. Net Profits -199 -417 - -

Note: Figures in parentheses are percentages to their respective totals.
Source: NABARD

Table V.24: Asset Quality of Primary
Cooperative Agriculture and Rural

Development Banks
(Amount in `crore)

Item As at end-March Percentage Variation

2009 2010 2008-09 2009-10

1 2 3 4 5

A. Total NPAs (i+ii+iii) 4,742 4,840 -7.3 2.1
(100.0) (100.0)

i) Sub-standard 2,769 2,723 -7.2 -1.7
(58.4) (56.3)

ii) Doubtful 1,930 2,089 -8.3 8.2
(40.7) (43.2)

iii)Loss 43 28 53.7 -34.2
(0.9) (0.6)

B. NPAs to Loans Ratio 42.2 42.0
i) Recovery to Demand (%) 39.5 41.5
ii) Provisions Required 854 1,040 -5.4 21.8
iii)Provision Made 903 1,114 -4.8 23.4

Note: Figures in parentheses are percentages to total.
Source: NABARD.
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Table 3.1: Region-wise Details Of Membership of PACS
(As at end-March 2010)

Regions Member per PACS Percentage of Percentage of rural Borrowers per Percentage of Percentage of rural
SC/ST members artisans ,small and PACS SC/ST borrowers  artisans, small and

marginal farmers marginal borrowers

Northern 862 27.7 72.3 464 16.9 83.1
Eastern 2,130 40.8 59.2 720 27.8 72.2
Central 665 47.3 52.7 297 38.5 61.5
Western 571 13.3 86.7 147 16.2 83.8
Southern 3,064 18.3 81.7 2,215 8.7 91.3
North-Eastern 1,031 35.2 64.8 73 32.2 67.8
All-India 1,336 28.9 71.1 632 17.1 82.9
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Chart 3.1: Geographical Presence of Rural Cooperatives
(As at end-March 2010)

Central Northern Eastern Western Southern North-Eastern Central Northern Eastern Western Southern North-Eastern

Note: Data on percentages of loss making SCARDBs in different regions was not available for 2009-10

Box V.3: Role of Rural Cooperatives in Financial Inclusion - Some Emerging Issues
The wide network of rural cooperatives spread across the
country is considered as a potential instrument to reach out
the marginalised and poor sections of the society. In this
context a comparative analysis of the geographical spread as
well as banking business undertaken by rural cooperatives
across different regions of the country is necessary. Region
wise data on operations and performances of rural
cooperatives revealed that while the StCBs, which are the
nodal institutions in short term structure of rural cooperatives
are present in every State the DCCBs are heavily concentrated
in central and southern regions of the country. The banking
network of DCCBs were found to be shallow in western and
eastern regions of the country while there is no DCCB in north-
eastern region. Not only a fewer number of DCCBs have
presence in western and eastern parts of the country, the
percentage of loss making entities are also observed to be
higher in these two regions. On the other hand, PACS, the
ground level institutions within short term rural cooperatives
are concentrated in western and eastern parts of the country.
Among various regions, the percentage share of loss making
PACS in total number of PACS operating is highest in southern
region of the country.
Within the short term credit structure, SCARDBs are
concentrated in central regions while more than 60 per cent of
total PCARDBs are located in southern region of the country.
Notably, the number of PCARDBs operating in western region
is very few and also almost all of the entities in western region
were loss making, as at end-March 2010 (Chart 3.1).
From the region wise data of rural cooperatives it can be
concluded that the network of these institutions, though
widespread are not uniformly present across different parts
of the country. More importantly, the network of rural
cooperatives was found to be significantly weak in north-
eastern region of the country, thus limiting the potential of
these institutions for financial inclusion. Also, StCBs
witnessed their highest NPA ratio in the north-eastern region
of the country (Appendix table V.4).As at end-March 2010,
only 4 per cent of total PACS were operating in north-eastern
region. SCARDBs operating in north-eastern region also
witnessed NPA ratio close to 50 per cent. The low number of
rural cooperatives operating in north-eastern region as well
as their poor financial performance remains as a concern.

As at end-March 2010, financial performances of DCCBs,
SCARDBs and PCARDBs deteriorated. The fall in profits of
these cooperatives could be attributed to increasing operating
expenses. Rising operating expenses of these cooperatives
indicate operational inefficiencies. This suggest that a
comprehensive planning to streamline the business activities
and human resource development initiatives is required in
this regard. Also computerization of PACS, which has already
started in some of the States, needs further impetus and PACS
operating in other states should also start adopting the same.
The process of adoption of Common accounting System (CAS)
and Management Information System (MIS) for PACS should
further become broad based. The application of modern
technology in business activities is expected to improve the
efficiency of rural cooperatives to wider extent. However,
proper training and orientation programme is needed for the
employees of these institutions in order to familiarize them
with the new technology.
Since only members can borrow from PACS, there is a need
to increase membership per PACS to further utilize the
effectiveness of the wide network of these grass root level
institutions. As at end-March 2010, the number of members
per PAC decreased to 1336 from 1384 at end-March 2009.
Further the membership per PAC was found to be low in
western and central region. Also, borrowers per PAC were
low in north-eastern, western and central regions of the
country (Table 3.1). Though the highest percentages of PACS
were operating in western region of the county, effort is needed
to increase members per PAC for western region as well as for
all-India level.
The percentage of overdues to demand was found to be very
high for PACS operating at north-eastern and western regions
in particular and at all-India level in general. As at end-March
2010, the percentage of overdues reduced marginally
compared to the previous year at all-India level, but the same
further increased for PACS operating in north-eastern region.
High overdues are a serious problem for PACS, which is posing
threat to the financial health and soundness of these
institutions. Adequate reform initiatives are required in this
regard to improve the financial soundness of PACS.
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scheme was collected from commercial banks to
the extent of their respective shortfalls from
priority sector lending target for agriculture.

One-fifth of the sanctioned loans was
disbursed during the first year of RIDF XVI

5.62 As at end-March 2011, the total amount of
deposits collected under RIDF scheme stood at
`95,785 crore. The number of projects under
RIDF XVI increased as compared to its previous
tranche. However, out of the total loans
sanctions under RIDF XVI, one fifth was
disbursed during the first year.

5.63 A separate window, namely National Rural
Roads Development Agency (NRRDA) was
introduced in 2006-07 under RIDF tranches XII-

XV. NRRRA was introduced with the objective of
funding the rural roads component of Bharat
Nirman Programme introduced by the Central
Government. As at end-March 2011, the
aggregate allocation under NRRDA stood at
`18,500 crore. Notably, there was no delay in
disbursement of loans under NRRDA, as
indicated by 100 per cent disbursement of loans
sanctioned under the scheme (Table V.26).

5.64 The purpose wise details of projects and
loans sanctioned under RIDF showed that
irrigation accounted for more than half of total
projects sanctioned while almost one fifth of total
projects sanctioned were on roads and bridges,
and another 19 per cent were for social sector
projects. As against this, almost 44 per cent of

Table V.25: NABARD’s Credit to StCBs, State Governments and RRBs
(Amount in ` crore)

Item 2009-10 2010-11
Limits Drawals Repayments Outstanding Limits Drawals Repayments Outstanding

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. StCBs (a+b) 18,287 18,680 17,215 17,169 24,814 25,091 18,385 23,875
a. Short-term* 18,287 18,680 17,149 17,169 23,975 24,898 18,385 23,682
b. Medium-term# 66** 0 66 0 839 193 193

2. State Governments
a. Long-term 8*** 0 53 199 0 8 39 167

3. RRBs (a+b) 7,374 7,091 3,969 6,924 10,459 10,416 7,137 10,203
a. Short-term* 7,374 7,091 3,842 6,904 10,400 10,416 7,117 10,203
b. Medium-term# 0 0 127 20 59 20

Grand Total (1+2+3) 25,661 25,771 21,237 24,292 35,273 35,515 25,561 34,245

Notes:1. # Medium Term includes MT Conversion, MT(NS) & MT- liquidity support scheme
2. * Short Term includes ST(SAO), ST(Others) and ST( weavers)
3. Repayments under Short Term during 2010-11 includes repayment under ST(SAO)A/C V and also A/C VI, ST(Others) and ST( Weavers)
4. **Sanction since withdrawn
5. ***Long Term Loan sanctioned to Govt. of Kerala in the extended period of 2009-10 (June 2010)

Source: NABARD.

Chart V.13: Purpose-wise Details of Projects and Loans Sanctioned under RIDF
(As at end-March 2011)

Note: 1. Others' include soil conservation and allied activities, animal husbandry, food process and allied activities, rubber plantation etc.
2. Social sector projects include projects related to supply of drinking water, schools and anganwadi centres, public health etc.
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total loans sanctioned were for development of
roads and bridges followed by irrigation and
social sector projects (Chart V.13).

Developments under Kisan Credit Card
Scheme (KCC)

5.65 At end-March 2011, the total number of
KCCs issued stood at 104 million all over the
country. Total number of cards issued as well as
loans sanctioned under KCC increased in 2010-
11 as compared to previous year (Table V.27).

5.66 An analysis of data on region wise as well
as agency wise disbursement of number of KCCs
issued showed that out of total number of KCCs

issued by cooperative banks in the year 2010-
11, southern region accounted for a maximum
share of 34 per cent followed by central and
northern region. However, in terms of credit
disbursement under KCCs by cooperative banks
central region accounted a maximum of 35 per
cent. In case of commercial banks, majority of
number of KCCs issued as well as loans
disbursed was in the southern region. One
notable fact was that the number of KCCs issued
as well as credit disbursed under KCC scheme
was notably low in north-eastern region
invariably for cooperatives, commercial as
well as regional rural banks (RRBs) (Appendix
Table V.10).

Initiatives to make KCC technology enabled

5.67 The task force on coverage issues related to
Agricultural Debt Waiver and Debt Relief
Scheme (ADWDR), 2008 has stressed on the
need of making KCC technologically enabled
including the conversion of KCC into a smart
card with withdrawals and remittances enabled
at ATMs, points of sale, and through hand held
machines. Also, recommendations have been
made to redesign the MIS of KCC. It has been

Table V.26: Tranche-wise Details of RIDF (As at end-March 2011)
(Amount in ` crore)

Tranches Amount

Year No. of Corpus Sanctioned Disbursed Percentage of loans
Projects disbursed to sanctioned

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I 1995-96 4,168 2,000 1,906 1,761 92.4
II 1996-97 8,193 2,500 2,636 2,398 91.0
III 1997-98 14,345 2,500 2,733 2,454 89.8
IV 1998-99 6,171 3,000 2,903 2,482 85.5
V 1999-00 12,106 3,500 3,435 3,055 88.9
VI 2000-01 43,168 4,500 4,489 4,071 90.7
VII 2001-02 24,598 5,000 4,582 4,053 88.4
VIII 2002-03 20,887 5,500 5,950 5,148 86.5
IX 2003-04 19,544 5,500 5,638 4,916 87.2
X 2004-05 16,482 8,000 7,651 6,569 85.9
XI 2005-06 29,763 8,000 8,311 7,010 84.4
XII 2006-07 41,774 10,000 10,377 8,001 77.1
XIII 2007-08 36,810 12,000 12,614 8,969 71.1
XIV 2008-09 85,428 14,000 14,726 9,253 62.8
XV 2009-10 38,946 14,000 15,623 6,629 42.4
XVI 2010-11 41,779 16,000 18,315 3,731 20.4
RIDF : Total - 4,44,162 1,16,000 1,21,888 80,500 66.0
NRRDA (XII to XV) - - 18,500 18,500 18,500 100.0
Grand Total  4,44,162 1,34,500 1,40,388 99,000 70.5

 ‘-‘: Nil/Not Available.
Source: NABARD.

Table V.27: Progress under Kisan
Credit Card Scheme

 (Amount in `crore)

Year KCCs issued Amount Cumulative number
during the year sanctioned of KCCs issued
(in thousands) (in thousands)

1 2 3 4
2006-07 8,511 46,729 67,605
2007-08 8,470 88,264 76,075
2008-09 8,592 53,085 84,667
2009-10 9,006 57,678 93,673
2010-11 10,168 72,625 1,03,841

Source: NABARD
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proposed by the committee to fix the KCC limit to
5 years with increased flexibility given to the
farmer to use it as and when needed without
any sub target fixed for any crop or stages of
cultivation.

Status of Revival Package for Rural
Cooperatives
5.68  A task force was constituted by the
Central Government under the chairmanship of
Prof. A Vaidyanathan in 2004 to analyse the
challenges and issues in the rural cooperative
sector as well as to design future action plan for
this sector. Following the recommendations of
this committee, a revival package for short term
rural cooperatives was announced in January
2006. A separate revival package for long term
cooperatives was announced subsequently in
the union budget of 2008-09.

5.69 NABARD has been entrusted with the
responsibility of implementing the revival
package. A National Implementing and
Monitoring Committee (NIMC) monitors the
status of implementation of the revival package
all over the country. Within each State, the State
Level Implementing and Monitoring Committee
(SLIC) supported by NABARD and DCCB level
implementing and monitoring committee (DLIC)
together monitor the implementation status in
the concerned state.

Implementation of Revival Package for Short
Term Rural Cooperative Credit Structure
(STCCS) is in progress

5.70 The process of implementing the revival
package in any State necessarily begins with
signing a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
among the Central Government, the concerned
State Government and NABARD. So far 25 State
Governments have signed the MoU with
Government of India and NABARD, comprising
more than 96 per cent of the rural cooperatives
operating in the country.

5.71 An amount of `8661 crore has been
released by NABARD for recapitalisation of
53,380 PACS in sixteen States, while the State
Governments have released `817 crore as their
respective share.

Common Accounting System (CAS) and
Management Information System (MIS)

5.72 While the process of adoption of CAS is
underway in 16 States, in the other States where
MoUs have been signed the RCS concerned have
been advised to adopt CAS on the lines
suggested by NABARD.

Special Audit for PACS

5.73 Guidelines and formats for conduct of
special audit were circulated to all participating
States. Further, training for master trainers and
departmental auditors for conduct of special
audit of PACS has been completed in all 25
implementing States. So far, special audit has
been taken up in 80, 773 PACS and completed in
80,639 PACS.

Legal, Institutional and Managerial Reforms

5.74 So far, 21 States amended their State
Cooperative Acts. Amendment of bye laws of
StCBs and PACS is also in progress in various
States.

5.75 In order to bring qualified professionals in
the management of cooperatives, the Reserve
Bank has prescribed ‘fit and proper criteria’ for
appointment of the directors and chief executive
officers (CEOs) of cooperatives. Accordingly,
professional directors satisfying ‘fit and proper
criteria’ have been put in place in the StCBs of
Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Maharashtra and
some other States. Also some of the States
have already implemented the prescribed
criteria for appointment of CEO of cooperatives.
Elected Boards are in place in almost all units of
STCCS in all States except Andhra Pradesh,
Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, Nagaland and
Tamil Nadu.
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Training and Human Resource Initiatives

5.76 A working group set up by NABARD
designs training modules for training of electoral
directors and staffs of PACS. Training has been
imparted to 254 master trainers from 23 States.
These master trainers have trained 2,039
district level trainers to conduct field level
training programme for PACS. So far, 81,037
PACS secretaries have been trained in 17 States
and 1,12,354 elected members of PACS have
been trained in 14 States.

5.77 A new programme on business
development and profitability for PACS
secretaries has since been rolled out and 76
master trainers from 12 implementing States
were trained at Bankers Institute of Rural
Development, Lucknow. So far, 36,125 PACS
staffs in eight States have been trained. Also, a
five-day in-campus orientation programme for
branch managers and senior officers of CCBs/
StCB for business development/ diversification
has been developed and 1,582 branch
managers/senior officers of DCCBs/StCB have
been trained.

5. Conclusions
UCBs’ profits increased though there are
some concerns regarding their asset quality

5.78 During the year 2010-11, the financial
performances of UCBs improved while some
segments of the rural cooperative sector
witnessed deterioration in their financial

health. Though the overall profits of UCBs
improved during 2010-11 there were some
concerns regarding some of the UCBs reporting
negative CRAR. Also there was an increase in
gross NPAs of UCBs albeit the NPA ratio
declined.

Financial health of the rural cooperatives
was weak sector

5.79 Within the rural cooperative sector, while
the StCBs and DCCBs reported profits, the
ground level institutions, i.e., PACS reported
huge losses. Also, operating expenses,
particularly staff expenses increased
significantly in the long term rural cooperative
sector. This suggests that initiatives need to be
taken in order to rationalise the operating
expenses of these cooperatives. Implementation
of MIS/CAS and computerization of PACS also
needs to be expedited.

Regional concentration of cooperatives
limits their role in financial inclusion

5.80 Apart from regional concentration,
banking penetration of cooperatives remained
very low in the north-eastern part of the country.
There is a need to further expand the base of
cooperatives in the north-eastern region. Along
with this, efforts need to be taken to improve the
financial health of grass root level rural
cooperatives i.e., PACS in order to enhance
financial inclusion.
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